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Neurotransmitter release at the synapse requires membrane fu-
sion. The SNARE complex, composed of the plasma membrane
t-SNAREs syntaxin 1A and SNAP-25 and the vesicle v-SNARE syn-
aptobrevin, mediates the fusion of 2 membranes. Synaptic vesicles
contain unusually high cholesterol, but the exact role of cholesterol
in fusion is not known. In this study, cholesterol was found to
stimulate SNARE-mediated lipid mixing of proteoliposomes by a
factor of 5 at a physiological concentration. Surprisingly, however,
the stimulatory effect was more pronounced when cholesterol was
on the v-SNARE side than when it was on the t-SNARE side.
Site-directed spin labeling and both continuous wave (CW) and
pulsed EPR revealed that cholesterol induces a conformational
change of the v-SNARE transmembrane domain (TMD) from an
open scissors-like dimer to a parallel dimer. When the TMD was
forced to form a parallel dimer by the disulfide bond, the rate was
stimulated 2.3-fold even without cholesterol, supporting the rel-
evance of the open-to-closed conformational change to the fusion
activity. The open scissors-like conformation may be unfavorable
for fusion and cholesterol may relieve this inhibitory factor.

EPR � membrane fusion � syntaxin � synaptobrevin

In the neuron, synaptic vesicles fuse with plasma membrane to
release neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft (1–4). Mem-

brane fusion involves extensive bilayer remodeling, which requires
free energy or an effective catalyst (5–6). SNAREs (soluble N-
ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors) are
believed to be the fusion machine that serves as the energy source
(7–8) or catalyst that lowers the fusion energy barrier (9). At the
onset of fusion, vesicle associated (v-) SNARE synaptobrevin (or
VAMP2) combines with target membrane (t-) SNAREs Syntaxin
1A and SNAP-25 to form a helical bundle that bridges 2 mem-
branes, facilitating fusion (10–14).

Cholesterol is a major component of the plasma and the vesicle
membranes, composing as much as 30–40 mol % of the total lipids
(15–16). Cholesterol is structurally rigid and known to harden the
membrane significantly, making it resistant to being bent or de-
formed. However, there is evidence that cholesterol accelerates
membrane fusion that involves a series of bilayer deformations
(17–20). The physical origin of cholesterol’s positive role can be
found partly in its spontaneous negative curvature such that it
prefers to be in the negatively curved (concave) surface but dislikes
being in the positively curved (convex) surface (21).

Despite progress in understanding the effects of cholesterol on
the bilayer curvature, not much is known about its influence on the
lateral distribution of SNAREs in the membrane or on structures
of their transmembrane domains (TMDs). A series of recent
reports addresses the importance of the clustering of SNAREs at
the fusion site for successful fusion (19, 22–24). In addition, there
is evidence that the SNARE TMDs are essential for formation of
the fusion pore (25–27). Considering cholesterol’s structural rigidity
and its nonideal mixing with phospholipids (28), we speculate that
both the lateral distribution and the conformation of the SNARE
TMDs are affected significantly by the presence of cholesterol.
Indeed, it has been shown that cholesterol is a key component to
induce lateral clustering of Syntaxin 1A (19).

In this work, we attempt to correlate the conformational changes
of the SNARE TMDs induced by cholesterol to the fusion activity
of neuronal SNAREs. The fluorescence lipid-mixing assay was
used to investigate the effect of cholesterol on SNARE-mediated
membrane fusion. The results show that lipid mixing was promoted
significantly when cholesterol is on the v-SNARE-carrying vesicles
but not as much when it is on t-SNARE-carrying vesicles. Using
site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) and both continuous wave (CW)
and pulsed-EPR spectroscopy, we found a significant conforma-
tional change of the TMD dimers of v-SNARE synaptobrevin (or
VAMP2) that is induced by cholesterol. This change resembles a
scissors-type motion of the TMD dimers. The relevance of this
structural change to the fusion activity was verified by using the
disulfide cross-linking method.

Results
Physiological Cholesterol Stimulates Lipid Mixing. To investigate the
effect of cholesterol on SNARE-mediated lipid mixing, we incor-
porated appropriate amounts of cholesterol into the POPC/DOPS
vesicles to achieve 3 different cholesterol concentrations of 0, 20,
and 40 mol %. We kept the negatively charged DOPS level at 15
mol % for all 3 samples. The t-SNARE complex was preformed by
mixing Syntaxin 1A and SNAP-25 in the 1:1 molar ratio. The
t-SNARE complex was then reconstituted into the vesicles (t-
SNARE vesicles). The v-SNARE protein VAMP2 was incorpo-
rated into a separate population of vesicles that contained 1.5 mol
% each of NBD-PS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoserine-N-(7-
nitro-2–1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl) and rhodamine-PE (1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sul-
fonyl) for the fluorescence detection of lipid mixing (v-SNARE
vesicles). The lipid-to-protein ratio was kept at 200:1 for all samples
(except as noted). To follow the kinetics of lipid mixing, we mixed
t-SNAREvesiclesandv-SNAREvesiclesat37 °Cinthe9:1ratio.When
SNAP-25 was not included, no lipid mixing was detected, as expected
(black trace in Fig. 1A). However, significant lipid mixing was observed
when SNAP-25 was included in the t-SNARE vesicles (Fig. 1A).

When physiological 40 mol % of cholesterol was included in both
vesicles, we observed a 5-fold increase of the initial rate of lipid
mixing with respect to that in the absence of cholesterol (Fig. 1B).
Interestingly, there was only minor stimulation of lipid mixing when
20 mol % of cholesterol was incorporated in both membranes.
Therefore, the results show that the physiological concentration of
cholesterol is necessary to produce significant stimulation of lipid
mixing.

SNARE-mediated fusion transits through the hemifusion state in
which the outer leaflets are merged but the inner leaflets remain
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intact (29–31). To further dissect the effect of cholesterol on
hemifusion (outer leaflet mixing) and full fusion (inner leaflet
mixing), we performed the inner leaflet lipid-mixing assay (Fig.
1C). We used the modified Meer’s method (29) that uses dithionite
to selectively reduce the fluorescence donor NBD on only the outer
leaflet, which allows the selective detection of inner leaflet mixing.
The results show that the rate of inner leaflet mixing was enhanced
by a factor of 4 at 40 mol % cholesterol (Fig. 1D), indicating that
cholesterol accelerates both hemifusion and full fusion similarly.

Cholesterol Is More Effective When It Is on the v-SNARE Vesicle. A
lipidomic study by Jahn and coworkers (16) revealed a surprising
result that cholesterol is highly enriched at the synaptic vesicles,
constituting �40 mol % of the total lipids, which is higher than the
cholesterol content of the plasma membrane. Thus, we wonder
whether the high cholesterol content in the vesicle has any func-
tional implications on SNARE-mediated lipid mixing.

To address this question, we analyzed lipid mixing between the
cholesterol-containing v-SNARE vesicles and the cholesterol-
absent t-SNARE vesicles and vice versa (Fig. 2A). When 40 mol %
of cholesterol was included in the v-SNARE vesicles with no
cholesterol on the t-SNARE vesicles, the rate of lipid mixing was
�70% of that for 40 mol % cholesterol on both vesicles (Fig. 2B).

In contrast, when 40 mol % of cholesterol was loaded on the
t-SNARE vesicle with no cholesterol on the v-SNARE vesicle, we
observed stimulation of lipid mixing by a factor of only 1.7 with
respect to the control without cholesterol on both sides. Thus, the
result shows that cholesterol on the t-SNARE vesicle is less effective
than it is on the v-SNARE side. Such asymmetric effects of
cholesterol on SNARE-dependent lipid mixing may not be fully
accounted for by the cholesterol’s membrane curvature-modifying
role. The results may suggest that its impact on the protein
structure, particularly on the structure of v-SNAREs, also has
important functional implications.

SDSL EPR Reveals the v-SNARE TMD Forms an Open Scissors-Like
Dimer. We used SDSL (32–34) and EPR spectroscopy to investigate
the conformational changes of the v-SNARE TMD induced by
cholesterol. In SDSL, native residues were replaced 1 at a time with
cysteines to provide specific labeling sites for the thiol-specific
nitroxide spin labels such as methanethiosulfonate spin label
(MTSSL) (35, 36). The EPR line shape was sensitive to the motion
of the nitroxide as well as to the spin–spin interaction with the
neighboring nitroxides. For example, the motional restriction
caused by the tertiary interaction with the neighboring helix would
broaden the EPR lines. Yet, if the pairs of nitroxides are within 25
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Fig. 1. Lipid-mixing assays at several
differentcholesterol concentrations. (A)
The changes of NBD fluorescence re-
flecting lipid mixing. The black trace is
the control run with the t-liposomes re-
constituted with only Syntaxin 1A (with-
out SNAP-25). The gray trace shows lipid
mixingforbothv-andt- liposomeswith-
out cholesterol. The cyan trace is the
lipid-mixing assay with 20 mol % choles-
terol on both sides. The red trace repre-
sents the lipid-mixing assay with 40 mol
% cholesterol on both liposomes. (B)
The relative initial rates of lipid mixing.
The initial rates were determined by fit-
ting the rise of the fluorescence inten-
sitywiththe linear linenear t�0. (C)The
inner leafletmixingassay.Thegraytrace
is the negative control without SNAP25.
The blue trace is the fluorescence
change representing inner leaflet mix-
ing for the liposomes without choles-
terol. The pink trace represents inner
leaflet mixing for the liposomes with 40
mol % cholesterol. (D) The relative ini-
tial rates for inner leaflet mixing. The
error bars were obtained from at least
n � 4 independent measurements from
4 different preparations.
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2 Fig. 2. Lipid-mixing assays with asymmetric distribu-
tion of cholesterol. (A) The changes in the NBD fluo-
rescence intensity reflecting lipid mixing. The black
trace is the control run with the t-SNARE liposome
reconstituted with only Syntaxin 1A (without SNAP-
25). The gray trace is for the case without cholesterol.
The red trace is for v-liposome with 40 mol % choles-
terol but no cholesterol on t-liposome. The blue trace
is vice versa. The pink trace is for 40 mol % cholesterol
on both sides. (B) The relative initial rates of lipid
mixing. The initial rate without cholesterol on both
sides was set as 1. The error bars were obtained from at
least n � 4 independent measurements from 4 differ-
ent preparations.
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Å of one another, the dipolar interaction broadens the EPR lines,
from which the interspin distance can be determined (37).

It has been controversial whether the TMDs of v-SNARE
VAMP2 exist as monomers or dimers (38–41). To resolve this
controversy, we undertook an extensive CW and pulsed EPR study
using detergent micelles (as a reference) and liposomes with and
without cholesterol. In the case of liposomes, labeled VAMP2 was
reconstituted into the vesicles separately with and without 40 mol
% cholesterol. EPR spectra were collected at room temperature,
and the lipid-to-protein ratio was kept at 200:1 (except as noted).
In the absence of cholesterol, the EPR line shapes were moderately
broad for all TMD positions (Fig. 3A, black traces), representative
of the lipid-exposed nitroxide side chains, and there is little indi-
cation of the strong tertiary interaction (29, 42–43). However, when
we examined low-temperature absorbance of the EPR spectra, we
observed line broadening due to the spin–spin interaction (Fig. 3B,
black traces). At low temperatures, the motion of the nitroxide was
frozen so that the line broadening was exclusively due to the
spin–spin interaction. The interspin distances determined with the

Fourier deconvolution method show that the TMDs interact
through the N-terminal halves (Fig. 3C) with residues 99 and 103
as the interfacial positions (Fig. 3D) (37, 43). Meanwhile, the
distances at the C-terminal halves were �25 Å, which was out of
range for the CW EPR method. To address this, pulsed dipolar
EPR was used with results also shown in Fig. 3C. Pulsed dipolar
spectroscopy represented by DEER and DQC is a proven tech-
nique (44–54) to measure distances in the range of 10–80 Å
between spin labels introduced in biomolecules and the distribu-
tions in distances, P(r). In the case of high flexibility, the distribu-
tions are usually broad (45, 54), which was exactly the case of
VAMP2 for all residues studied, pointing to the high flexibility of
the dimer [supporting information (SI) Fig. S1]. Another aspect of
the DEER measurement was to probe the oligomerization order
(52, 55). The modulation depth of DEER signals was consistent
with just having dimers both with and without cholesterol. Refer-
ence studies in detergents and extensive studies in liposomes (Fig.
S2) confirmed the dimeric state of the VAMP2 TMD.

Therefore, the CW and pulsed-EPR results were consistent with
the dimer model in which the N-terminal halves were closer,
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Fig. 3. SDSL and the EPR analysis of the spin-labeled VAMP2 TMD. (A) Room-temperature EPR spectra of spin-labeled VAMP2 mutants shown in the derivative
mode. The red spectra are for the mutants reconstituted to liposomes containing 40 mol % cholesterol. The black spectra are for the proteins in the liposomes
without cholesterol. (B) Low-temperature EPR spectra of VAMP2 mutants shown in the absorbance mode. For each mutant, the red spectrum is with 40 mol %
cholesterol, and the black spectrum is without cholesterol. The blue spectra are the control from yeast Syntaxin-analog Sso1p N227C, which shows no spin–spin
interaction (32). The single asterisk represents several dipolar broadened spectra even without cholesterol in the liposome. The double asterisk represents further
broadening after the addition of 40 mol % cholesterol. (C) Plot of distances vs. the residue number for the VAMP2 TMD. In the presence of cholesterol, distances
(filled circles) were measured by CW-ESR. In the absence of cholesterol, distances (�25 Å) for the residues 96–107 were measured by CW-EPR (open circles). (D)
Helical wheel diagram for the VAMP2 TMD. Positions 106, 110, and 113, which showed the shorter distance with 40 mol % cholesterol, are shown in red. Positions
96, 99, and 103, which showed shorter distances even without cholesterol, are shown in white. The lipid mixtures of POPC, DOPS, and cholesterol in molar ratios
of 85:15:0 and 45:15:40 were used.
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whereas the C-terminal halves were splayed apart, resembling an
open scissors (Fig. 5A). However, we note that the helices appeared
to be loosely held together and so dynamic that the tertiary
interaction could not be picked up in the EPR line shape and the
distance distributions were broad (SI Text).

Cholesterol Brings the C Termini of the TMDs Closer. When choles-
terol was incorporated in the vesicles, we observed small but clear
and unambiguous line broadening at several selected positions
including residues 99, 102, 106, 113, and 114 (Fig. 3 A and D, red
traces). This was most likely due to the tertiary contacts between the
TMDs. Had the line broadening been simply due to the cholesterol-
induced decrease of the membrane viscosity, it would have oc-
curred at all positions and not only to a select few positions. In the
low-temperature spectra, the line broadening due to the spin–spin
interaction became pronounced at several positions (Fig. 3B, red
traces). What is particularly interesting was the conspicuous de-
crease of distances at the C-terminal positions in the presence of
cholesterol (Fig. 3C). The distance profile throughout the TMD was
quite consistent with the nearly parallel dimer, with positions 96, 99,
103, 106, 110, and 113 at the dimer interface (Fig. 3D). The TMD
dimer in the presence of 40 mol % cholesterol appeared to resemble
the closed scissors (Fig. 5B), as opposed to the open scissors-like
dimer in the absence of cholesterol.

Is the Cholesterol-Induced Change in the TMD Relevant to the Fusion
Activity? The EPR analysis of spin-labeled VAMP2 showed that
cholesterol induces an open-to-closed conformational change in the
TMD. To verify whether this conformational change is functionally
relevant, we used cysteine–cysteine cross-linking. Cysteine–
cysteine cross-linking at a C-terminal position such as Y113C, which
is a predicted interfacial position, would bring the C-terminal parts
of the dimer into contact, forcing the dimer to take the closed form
even in the absence of cholesterol. If the open-to-closed confor-
mational change is functionally important, we should observe the
stimulation of lipid mixing with the disulfide-linked dimer in the
absence of cholesterol. For the mutant Y113C, 40 mol % choles-
terol stimulated the initial rate of lipid mixing by a factor of 3,
somewhat less than that for wild-type VAMP2.

When VAMP2 Y113C was cross-linked by Cu(II) phenanthro-
line (Fig. S3) and subjected to the lipid-mixing assay with the
vesicles without cholesterol, we observed the increase of the initial
rate by a factor of 2.3 (Fig. 4A), generally supporting our prediction.
But the stimulation by cross-linking was less than a factor of 3 and
was somewhat short of fully accounting for the effect of cholesterol
on lipid mixing. Interestingly, however, when cholesterol (40 mol
%) was added in the lipid mixing assay with cross-linked Y113C-C,
the further gain was only 25% (Fig. 4A), suggesting that the
cholesterol-induced closure of the VAMP TMD dimer accounts for
approximately three-fourths of the cholesterol effect on SNARE-
dependent lipid mixing. The remaining one-fourth may be attrib-
uted to other factors such as the cholesterol’s spontaneous curva-
ture. Thus, the analysis suggests that the open-to-closed
conformational change in the VAMP2 TMD by cholesterol is the
major factor that contributes to the stimulation of lipid mixing.

Yet, when N-terminal position C103 was cross-linked, there was
little change in the initial rate when compared with that for the
non-cross-linked C103 (Fig. 4B). This was again expected because
the cross-linking at the N-terminal positions would not impact the
open conformation. Therefore, the results suggest that the open-
to-closed conformational change induced by cholesterol has a
functional implication on SNARE-dependent fusion.

Discussion
Recently, it has been suggested that regulatory lipids such as sterols,
diacylglycerol, and phosphoinositides play critical roles in SNARE-
dependent fusion as essential cofactors (56, 57). Cholesterol is also
shown to be required for some viral fusion systems such as the
fusion by �-virus (58). Although the critical importance of the
different lipids in various biological fusion events is recognized,
the effect of the regulatory lipids on the structures of the fusion
proteins is not well understood.

As an initial attempt to uncover the impact of cholesterol on the
structures of SNAREs, we investigated the conformational change
of the VAMP2 TMD using SDSL EPR. The EPR analysis showed
that the TMDs of v-SNARE VAMP2 formed an open scissors-
shaped dimer with the pivot point at the N-terminal region in the
absence of cholesterol. The overall shape of the dimeric TMD is
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likely to resemble an inverse wedge that would fit better to the
negatively curved bilayer (Fig. 5A). For fusion to occur, however,
the bilayers are required to bend in such a way to create positive
curvature toward each other. Therefore, the inverse wedge-shaped
TMD dimer would act as an inhibitor for such initial bending. Our
results show that physiological cholesterol induces a conformational
change from the open to the closed, driving the molecular shape to
be more favorable for lipid mixing (Fig. 5B). Cholesterol is shown
to have the capacity of thickening the bilayer, perhaps because of
the rigid nature of its structure (59). We speculate that the closed
conformation in the presence of cholesterol reflects the adjustment
of the TMD dimer to the thicker bilayer to maintain the hydro-
phobic match between the bilayer and the TMD (60).

Cholesterol is generally believed to act as a fusion stimulator (61,
62). Its spontaneous negative curvature has the capacity to stabilize
the hemifusion state in which the negatively curved surface is
dominant. Moreover, it may drive the expansion of the pore,
presumably by destabilizing the early fusion pore that is full of an
acutely positively curved surface (17). Interestingly, incorporation
of 40 mol % cholesterol on the t-SNARE vesicle has less of an effect
on the rate of SNARE-mediated lipid mixing than it does for the
v-SNARE vesicles. The results raise the possibility that cholesterol
impacts membrane fusion not only through its preference for
specific membrane curvature but also through its influence on the
TMD conformation in the membrane. Our results suggest that the
latter is significantly more important for SNARE-mediated mem-
brane fusion and it is predominantly through its influence on the
structure of the v-SNARE TMD.

Although it is thought that the TMD of VAMP2 plays a critical
role in membrane fusion, controversy exists concerning its structure
in the membrane. Computational and mutagenesis studies pre-
dicted that the v-SNARE TMD exists as a dimer with 2 helices
oriented with a cross-angle of 38° (38). Furthermore, alanine-
scanning mutagenesis indicated that residues 99, 102, 103, 107, 110,
and 111 are involved in homodimerization of the TMD. In contrast,
the infrared (IR) study by Bowen et al. (41) showed that the
VAMP2 TMD exists as monomers in the DMPC bilayer with an
unusual 35° tilt with respect to the bilayer normal. The EPR-based
structural model in the absence of cholesterol might be similar to
the structural model proposed by Bowen et al., except that there is
a weak and dynamic helix–helix interaction at the N-terminal
region. This weak interaction was not detectable even in the
sensitive EPR-line shape analysis. Likewise we suspect that this
interaction was not detectable in the IR study. Yet it appears that
the EPR-based model in the presence of the cholesterol was quite
consistent with the model predicted from the computer modeling
and the alanine-scanning experiments. In our model, residues 99,
103, 110, and 113 reside at the dimer interface, which were similar
to those positions responsive to alanine mutations.

Perhaps, the monomer–dimer controversy stems from the labile
equilibrium between monomers and dimers that may be easily
shifted by the changes in conditions such as the lipid composition.
Provided the uncertainty of the new DEER method to estimate the
stoichiometry of the TMD it is still possible that the monomer–
dimer equilibrium exists. Therefore, an alternative scenario might
be that cholesterol shifts equilibrium toward the dimer, and the
dimerization might be the main event that is responsible for the
stimulation of SNARE-dependent lipid mixing by cholesterol.

Although the EPR data are consistent with the dimer model, the
periodic distance variation along the sequence (Fig. 3C) is much
shallower than normally expected for the well-defined dimer. The
results indicate that the dimer may not have a well-defined point of
symmetry, and the interaction between 2 monomers may be
promiscuous despite some preference given to the helical face
consisting of residues 99, 103, 106, and 113 (Fig. 3D). The synap-
tobrevin TMD is unusual in that it contains as many as 11
�-branched amino acids (Fig. 3D), which may allow neither a
well-defined interface between 2 interacting helices nor tight pack-
ing, reducing the amplitude of the distance variation significantly
along the sequence.

In this work, we used the fluorescence lipid-mixing assays, not the
content mixing assay, to investigate the SNARE-dependent mem-
brane fusion. However, the caveats of the lipid-mixing assay are the
potential complications arising from liposome instability and leak-
ing (63), lipid flip–flop without fusion (64), and spontaneous lipid
dye transfer between apposed membranes (65), warranting further
investigations using the content mixing assay which is less vulner-
able to these complications.

In summary, we have shown that cholesterol plays a role in modifying
the v-SNARE structure in the membrane to be favorable for mem-
brane fusion. Cholesterol induces the conformational change of the
v-SNARE TMD dimer, which converts the molecular shape from an
open scissors-like to a closed scissors-like shape, thereby modifying the
membrane curvature to be favorable for fusion.

Materials and Methods
Plasmid Constructs and Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Full-length VAMP2 (amino
acids 1–116) was inserted into the pGEX-KG vector to make the glutathione
S-transferase fusion protein. To introduce unique cysteine in the VAMP2 site-
specifically, we changed the native cysteine C103 to alanine. QuikChange site-
directed mutagenesis was used to make all cysteine mutants. Recombinant
Syntaxin 1A without the Habc domain (SynHT, amino acids 168–288) and recom-
binant SNAP-25, in which 4 palmitylation sites (cysteines) on the interhelical loop
were changed to alanines (amino acids 1–206), were also made as GST fusion
proteins. The DNA sequences were confirmed by the Iowa State University
sequencing facility.

Protein Expression, Purification, and Spin Labeling. The experiments were
carriedoutasdescribed(30,35).The labelingefficiencywascalculatedbydividing
the spin concentration with the protein concentration. For all samples, the
labeling efficiency was �85%.

Vesicle Preparation and Membrane Reconstitution. Large unilamellar vesicles of
a 100-nm diameter were prepared as described in refs. 30 and 35. The lipid-to-
protein molar ratio was 200:1 (except as noted). The reconstitution efficiency was
estimated by determining the protein concentration before and after reconsti-
tutionbyusingEPR.Forall samples, theefficiencywas �85%.For the lipid-mixing
assay, the mixture of POPC, DOPS, and cholesterol in a molar ratio of 85:15:0,
65:15:20 or 45:15:40 was used. Additionally, NBD-PS and rhodamine-PE (1.5 mol
% each) were added to the v-SNARE vesicles for fluorescence detection of lipid
mixing. The t-SNARE proteins SynHT and SNAP-25, in a molar ratio of 1:1, were
premixed, and the mixture was left at room temperature for �60 min to form the
complex before the reconstitution. In all cases the proteins were reconstituted by
using the dialysis method described in ref. 66.

Lipid-Mixing Assay. The v-SNARE liposomes were mixed with the t-SNARE lipo-
somes at a molar ratio of 1:9. The total volume of the reaction solution was 100
�L containing 1 mM lipids. Fluorescence was measured at excitation and emission
wavelengths of 465 and 530 nm, respectively. The intensity changes were re-
corded by the Varian Cary Eclipse model fluorescence spectrophotometer using

Cholestrol

113

v-SNARE

t-SNARE

A B

Fig. 5. Hypothetical models for the VAMP2 TMDs in the membrane in the
absence (A) and in the presence (B) of cholesterol. In the absence of cholesterol,
the dimer has an open-scissors-like conformation that may force the bilayer to
havethenegativecurvature,which isnot favorablefor fusion.But inthepresence
of cholesterol, the dimer changes to the parallel conformation, which may not
harbor the unfavorable negative curvature. The Syntaxin TMD was modeled as a
tetramer based on our earlier work on yeast SNAREs (24).
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a quartz cell of 100 �L with 2-mm path length. All of the lipid-mixing experiments
were carried out at 37 °C. Approximately 50 min after the reaction, we added 1
�L of 10%-reduced Triton to complete the lipid mixing assay and to obtain the
maximum fluorescence intensity (MFI). The inner leaflet-mixing assay was per-
formed following the procedure described in ref. 30.

CW-EPR Data Collection and Analysis. CW-EPR spectra were collected by using the
Bruker ESP 300 spectrometer equipped with a loop-gap resonator (Medical
Advances)andalow-noisemicrowaveamplifier (Miteq).Room-temperature(293
K) and low-temperature (130 K) spectra were collected for all reconstituted
proteins. To measure interspin distances from CW-EPR line shapes, Fourier de-
convolution analysis was used (37).

Distance Measurements with the 4-Pulse Ku-band DEER. Four-pulse DEER (44–
46) experiments were conducted by using a home-built Ku-band (17.35 GHz)
pulse FT-ESR/DQC spectrometer as described (52–54). All measurements were
conducted at 65 K by using a 15-�L sample volume. All 3 detection mode pulses

had 20-ns lengths. The pump �-pulse was typically 12–20 ns. The dipolar signals
measuredbyDEERwereanalyzedbytheL-curveTikhonovregularizationmethod
(67) and refined by MEM (68) to recover distance distributions.

Disulfide Cross-Linking and Lipid-Mixing Assay. Wild-type VAMP2 has a single
native cysteine at position 103. C103 or mutant Y113C was cross-linked with
CuSO4 (36 �M) and phenanthroline (72 �M) at room temperature for 40 min.
Cross-linked dimers C103C-C and Y113C-C and non-cross-linked C103 and Y113C
were separately reconstituted into the fluorescent vesicles, whereas the t-SNARE
binary complex was inserted into the nonfluorescent vesicle (POPC/DOPS � 85:15
in moles). The lipid-mixing assay was performed by following the procedure de-
scribed above except that the 1:1 ratio of v-liposome and t-liposome was used this
time. The total volume of the reaction solution was 100 �L containing 0.4 mM lipids.
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